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Abstract
Hybrid reasoners combine multiple types of reasoning, usually subsumption and Prolog-style resolution. We outline a
system which combines natural deduction and subsumption
reasoning using Inference Graphs implementing a Logic of
Arbitrary and Indefinite Objects.
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Introduction

Inference Graphs (IGs) (Schlegel and Shapiro 2013; 2014)
are a graph-based forward/backward reasoning mechanism
supporting concurrency built upon propositional graphs
(Shapiro and Rapaport 1992). IGs have previously been described for ground predicate logic. We present a new technique for combining natural deduction reasoning with subsumption reasoning by extending IGs to implement a Logic
of Arbitrary and Indefinite Objects (LA ) (Shapiro 2004), a
first order logic using structured quantified terms.
Natural deduction is a proof-theoretic reasoning technique with introduction and elimination rules for each connective, some of which use subproofs. Subsumption allows
new beliefs about arbitrary objects to be derived directly
from beliefs about other more general arbitrary objects.
Modern hybrid reasoners focus mostly on combining ontologies containing description logic classes with logic programming. This results in knowledge representations with
expressiveness at the intersection of the combined reasoning techniques (Grosof et al. 2003), or some other decidable fragment of first order logic (Motik, Sattler, and Studer
2005). We assert that a human-level AI must be at least as
expressive as first order logic (FOL), so are not as concerned
about decidability. In addition, we believe an AI should store
intermediate beliefs when reasoning (as a human does), and
so should use a proof-theoretic technique, unlike the above
which use Prolog-style resolution.
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Background1

LA is a FOL designed for use as the logic of a KR system
for natural language understanding, and for commonsense
reasoning. It is sound and complete, and makes use of structured arbitrary and indefinite terms (collectively, quantified
terms) instead of the universally and existentially quantified
variables familiar in first order predicate logic. Instead of
reasoning about all members of a class, LA reasons about
a single arbitrary member of a class. Indefinite members
are reasoned about much like Skolem functions with dependencies on arbitraries. Quantified terms range over their set
of restrictions, R(qi ), providing structure, and allowing for
their placement in a subsumption hierarchy. A generic term
is a term with a quantified or generic sub-term.
Propositional graphs are graphs in which every wellformed expression in the knowledge base is represented by
a node in the graph. A rule is represented in the graph as
a node for the rule itself, nodes for the argument formulas,
and arcs emanating from the rule node, terminating at the
argument nodes. Arcs are labeled with an indication of the
role (e.g., antecedent or consequent) the argument plays in
the rule, itself. No two nodes represent syntactically identical expressions; rather, the same node is used in all cases.
IGs for ground predicate logic are propositional graphs in
which directed communication channels have been added
between nodes along possible inference paths. Messages
flow through channels to relay new information from one
node to another, and are combined in rule nodes to apply
rules of inference.
Channels come in two varieties: i-channels carry messages saying “I am asserted/negated;” and u-channels carry
messages saying “You are asserted/negated.” Each channel
contains a valve, which controls inference by (when open)
allowing or (when closed) preventing message flow through
a channel. Messages wait at a closed valve until it is opened.
When a deductive rule is added to the graph, channels are
built within it. A rule consists of one or more antecedents,
one or more consequents, and a rule node, r, for the rule
itself. I-channels are created from each antecedent to r, and
u-channels from r to each consequent.
Channels carry messages: i-infer and u-infer messages are sent along i- or u-channels to communicate infer1
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ences and contain a flagged node set which provides a mapping from each antecedent to its truth value (when known).
Messages are combined in rule nodes, which implement
the rules of inference. When a combined message has an
appropriate number of true or negated entries in its flagged
node set, the rule fires, sending u-infer messages to some
or all of its consequents via its u-channels, causing them to
become asserted.
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Hybrid Reasoning with Inference Graphs

Since generic terms contain quantified terms, supporting
them in IGs (both for natural deduction and subsumption
inference) requires several additions. Channels must be created between nodes for terms which match, or which unify
and meet certain subsumption and type restrictions, so that
those nodes may communicate. Messages must carry substitutions between terms, and channels must ensure those
substitutions are relevant to and in the proper variable contextof the destination. When messages are combined in rule
nodes, their substitutions must be taken into account so that
only compatible substitutions are combined. Arbitrary objects must be able to produce instances of themselves by also
combining compatible substitutions from their restrictions.
When a term is added to the graph it is matched with all
other terms to determine if channels should be created between two terms. First, the added term is unified with all
other terms in the graph, then the resulting substitutions are
checked for appropriate type and subsumption relationships.
That is, more specific terms may share their instances only
with equally or less specific ones they unify with.
Messages are extended to carry a substitution, and channels are enhanced with operations to maintain those substitutions. i-channels can now be thought of as carrying messages
reporting “I have a new (negated) substitution instance,” and
u-channels as carrying messages reporting “you have a new
(negated) substitution instance”. Additionally we add a new
type of channel, g-channels, which are i-channels, but exist only within generics to distinguish between channels to
other generic terms, and to non-generics.
In addition to the existing valve, we add a filter and switch
to each channel. The filter ensures a message’s substitution
is relevant to the destination node, discarding it if it is not.
The switch alters the variable context of the passing message
from that of the originator, to that of the destination.
In addition to within rules, and between matching terms,
channels are added within generic terms. Each quantified
term, qi , and each generic term, gk which is a direct subterm of a generic term g has an outgoing g-channel to g. g
has outgoing g-channels to other generic terms which it is a
direct subterm of. Finally, each indefinite term has incoming
g-channels from each arbitrary term which it depends on.
Messages are combined in three types of nodes: in a rule
node, as previously discussed; in a quantified term, to determine if substitutions from each of the restrictions are compatible with each other, and thus instantiate the term; and in
a generic term to determine if substitutions it has received
on its incoming g-channels are compatible, satisfying it.
Most interestingly for hybrid reasoning, a generic term g
also collects substitutions, φ, for asserted terms which match
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g. When g is satisfied by a substitution ψ which is compatible with φ, an i-infer message with substitution ψ is
sent out all of g’s i-channels, regardless of whether g itself
is asserted. This allows g to be used as the antecedent for
a deductive rule, where g’s requirements are satisfied, but
nothing new is derived by g.
These enhancements allow inferences like the following. Consider: if the arbitrary small dog yips, then that it
is scared. If the arbitrary dog is scared, then it is carried.
Toto is a dog, is small, and yips. We can derive that Toto
is scared, since it satisfies the conditions to instantiate the
arbitrary small dog, and also yips. The arbitrary small dog
who is scared matches the arbitrary dog who is scared, because of the arbitrary dog is more general than the arbitrary
small dog. Therefore, since the arbitrary dog is instantiated
by Toto, and Toto is scared, we know Toto is carried. Using
a similar strategy, we can derive that if the arbitrary small
dog is scared, then it is carried.
We have previously evaluated the concurrent performance
of IGs for ground predicate logic (Schlegel and Shapiro
2014), and found a near-linear speedup with the number of
processors. We plan in the future to extend this evaluation to
IGs which use hybrid reasoning.
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Conclusion

IGs have previously been shown to allow for efficient forward and backward reasoning through the extension of
propositional graphs, but only implementing reasoning over
ground predicate logic. By implementing an algorithm to determine if two terms match each other, using unification,
subsumption, and a type hierarchy; augmenting messages
with substitutions, and channels with a way to ensure that
messages are relevant and in the proper context when received; and adding additional channels between matching
terms and within generic terms, we have shown that Inference Graphs may be extended to hybrid reasoning that combines subsumption reasoning with natural deduction over a
logic as expressive as FOL.
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